
Based on theoretical soundness, flexibility, simplicity & results: Calibrated AdaMEC

The mapping of scores to empirical probabilities exhibits a sigmoid distortion
• Platt scaling (logistic calibration) to correct – need separate training & calibration sets

Basically, no.   
We analyse 20 years of literature, with the axioms of 4 distinct frameworks:

Functional Gradient Descent   Decision Theory           Margin Theory         Probabilistic modelling
From 15+ boosting variants over 20 years:

...  only 3 are consistent with all axioms...  and even then, only if we calibrate their outputs...
Final recommendation – use the ORIGINAL (Freund & Schapire 1997) and calibrate it.

Now… read on...

A Unified Perspective Calibration

Results

Advice for Practitioners

Implementation in Matlab available online at: http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~gbrown/software/
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FGD-consistency

Is the algorithm
minimizing a

decreasing loss
function of the
margin, taking
optimal steps?

Cost-consistency

Is the algorithm
implementing a

decision rule that
assigns examples
to the minimum

risk class (assuming
good probability

estimates)?
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Is the cost of
misclassifying a

low-cost example
always lower than 

misclassifying 
a high-cost one 

with equal 
margin?

Are the probability 
estimates 

produced by the 
algorithm 

calibrated?
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Experiments on 18 datasets, across 21 degrees of cost imbalance

Score
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• AdaMEC, CGAda & AsymAda outperform all others
• Their calibrated versions outperform the uncalibrated ones
• Among the 3, AsymAda lowest Brier score, but uses more weak learners
• Fixing Num. weak learners AdaMEC, CGAda & AsymAda similar performance 
• Above findings are supported by statistical significance tests

A closer look (Brier curves) on some datasets:

Average Brier Score Rank

Reserve part of the training
data for calibration.

Train original AdaBoost
ensemble on training set.

Train sigmoid parameters
on calibration set.

Obtain a score for
the test example.

Calibrate score.

Use shifted decision
threshold for predictions.

Once calibrated, AdaMEC, CGAda & AsymAda satisfy all properties:
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All boosting algorithms produce uncalibrated probability estimates (scores)
Only 3 variants satisfy all other properties – all approximate the same model in different 
ways, each introduces cost-sensitivity at a different stage:
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Find 𝐴, 𝐵 for mapping raw scores 𝑠(𝒙) to
calibrated probability estimates
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